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Preface 
 

The Secretary of Defense appointed this Independent Panel (the Panel) in accordance 

with Section 506 of the Fiscal Year 2010 National Defense Authorization Act to review the 

judge advocate requirements of the Department of the Navy.
1
  Congress mandated the Panel to 

“carry out a study of the policies and management and organizational practices of the Navy and 

the Marine Corps with respect to the responsibilities, assignment, and career development of 

judge advocates for purposes of determining the number of judge advocates required to fulfill the 

legal mission of the Department of the Navy.”
2
  Specifically, Congress directed the Panel to 

review:
3
 

 emergent operational law requirements of the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps; 

 new requirements to support the Office of Military Commissions; 

 new requirements to support the disability evaluation system; 

 requirements of the Department of the Navy for the military justice mission; 

 whether additional authority for the Judge Advocate General over manpower policies and 

assignments of judge advocates in the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps is warranted; 

 directives issued by the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps pertaining to shared missions 

requiring legal support; 

 career patterns for Marine judge advocates to identify and validate assignments to non-

legal billets; and 

 other matters as appropriate for the purposes of the study.  

                                                 
1
 National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010, Pub. L. No. 111-84, § 506, 123 Stat. 2190 (2009). 

2
 Id. § 506(b)(1). 

3
 Id. § 506(b)(2)(A)-(G). 
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The Panel complied with the Federal Advisory Committee Act,
4
 conducting five public 

meetings and collecting more than 200 documents.  The Panel initiated its review by receiving a 

full day of testimony from Vice Admiral (VADM) James W. Houck, JAGC, USN, Judge 

Advocate General of the Department of the Navy, and Major General Vaughn A. Ary, USMC, 

Staff Judge Advocate to the Commandant of the Marine Corps (SJA to CMC) on the policies, 

management, and organizational practices of the U.S. Navy and the Marine Corps with respect to 

judge advocates within the Department of the Navy.  Subsequently, the Panel received testimony 

and information from several witnesses, including: 

 VADM Bruce MacDonald, JAGC, USN (Ret.), Convening Authority for Military 

Commissions, who testified about the present and future personnel requirements for the 

Office of Military Commissions; 

 Dr. Neil B. Carey and Dr. Donald A. Birchler, Research Analysts from the Center for 

Naval Analyses (CNA), provided information about the two-part 2008 CNA study titled 

An Analysis of Navy JAG Corps Future Manpower Requirements on U.S. Navy judge 

advocate manning; 

 Captain (CAPT) Daniel E. O’Toole, JAGC, USN, Chief Judge of the Department of the 

Navy; Colonel (Col) Peter B. Collins, USMC, Assistant Judge Advocate General 

(Military Justice); and CAPT Michael J. Boock, JAGC, USN, Commanding Officer, 

Naval Justice School, testified about the execution of the military justice mission in the 

Department of the Navy; 

 General (GEN) David H. Petraeus, USA, Commander, NATO International Security 

Assistance Force, and Commander, U.S Forces Afghanistan; VADM Harry B. Harris, Jr., 

USN, Commander, U.S. Sixth Fleet; VADM John M. Bird, USN, Director, Navy Staff; 

VADM Robert S. Harward, USN, Commander, Joint Interagency Task Force 435, 

Afghanistan; Lieutenant General (LtGen) John F. Kelly, USMC, Commander, Marine 

Forces Reserve and Commander, Marine Forces North; and LtGen Richard F. Natonski, 

USMC (Ret.), former Commander for U.S. Marine Corps Forces Command, provided 

                                                 
4
 Federal Advisory Committee Act, 5 U.S.C. Appendix §§ 1 et seq. (2010); 41 C.F.R. § 102-3.5 (2010). 
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testimony on emergent operational law requirements from the prospective of senior line 

commanders; 

 CAPT Stacy A. Pedrozo, JAGC, USN, U.S. Navy Military Fellow, Council on Foreign 

Relations; Col John R. Ewers, USMC, Deputy SJA to CMC; and Colonel Kevan F. 

Jacobson, JAGC, USA, Director, Legal Center, The Judge Advocate General’s Legal 

Center and School, provided their perspectives as senior judge advocates on emergent 

operational law issues; and 

 Senior Executive Service (SES) Michael F. Applegate, Director, Manpower Plans and 

Policies Division, Manpower and Reserve Affairs, Headquarters, Marine Corps; and Col 

John R. Ewers, USMC, Deputy SJA to CMC, provided information and testimony 

regarding Marine Corps career patterns, professional development, and promotion. 

 Mr. Robert C. Powers, President, Department of the Navy/Marine Corps Physical 

Evaluation Board; CAPT Michael I. Quinn, JAGC, USN, Assistant Judge Advocate 

General (Civil Law); and Lieutenant Colonel Peter C. Faerber, USMC, U.S. Marine 

Corps Wounded Warrior Counsel, provided information and testimony regarding new 

requirements for the disability evaluation system.  

The Panel sincerely thanks everyone who provided information and/or testified.  Without 

exception, persons and organizations, in particular, the Department of the Navy legal 

communities, including the Judge Advocate General of the Navy, the Staff Judge Advocate to 

the Commandant of the Marine Corps, and the General Counsel of the Navy, were exceptionally 

responsive to the Panel’s requests for information.       

The Panel would also like to thank the Office of the Secretary of the Navy for providing 

administrative support.  The personnel assigned to the Department of the Navy, Assistant for 

Administration were extremely cooperative, supportive, and professional in responding to the 

Panel’s administrative and logistics requirements.  In addition, the administrative personnel in 

the Central Office of the General Counsel of the Navy provided great cooperation and assistance 

in logistical matters, and fund execution and management necessary to the Panel. 
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Finally, the Panel would like to recognize and thank its Staff.  CAPT Patrick Neher, 

JAGC, USN, Major (Maj) Edward Danielson, USMC, Lieutenant Commander Raghav Kotval, 

JAGC, USNR, Maj Suzan Thompson, USMC, and Lieutenant Lisa M. Senay, JAGC, USN, 

proved to be exceptionally dedicated and hardworking professionals, and their contributions to 

the researching and drafting of this report were exceptional.  Ms. Gloria Williams and Mr. 

Michael Gibson provided outstanding administrative support, and Mr. Michael McGregor from 

the Office of the General Counsel provided effective guidance as the Staff Director.  Mr. Frank 

Putzu from the Office of the General Counsel was assigned as the Designated Federal Officer in 

accordance with Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) and did an outstanding job in 

ensuring the Panel understood and complied with FACA.    
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Executive Summary 

Overview 

 The testimony provided to the Panel from senior military commanders, notably including 

General Petraeus, USA, Vice Admiral Harris, USN, Vice Admiral Bird, USN, Lieutenant 

General Kelly, USMC, Lieutenant General Natonski, USMC (Ret.) and Vice Admiral Harward, 

USN, uniformly and forcefully underscored the broad and valuable contribution of judge 

advocates to mission success of U.S. Armed Forces.  Although judge advocates comprise only 

2% of the officers in the Navy and Marine Corps, it is clear that their contribution far exceeds 

their numbers throughout all phases of military operations from training to post conflict 

operations.  The demand for judge advocate support will continue, unabated, driven by the 

increasing complexity and intensity of the legal and policy environment in which commanders 

are required to operate. In addition, their contribution to good order and discipline, by supporting 

a just and functional military justice system is equally noteworthy and essential to the overall 

well being of the Navy and Marine Corps.  Military justice, from complex, high profile general 

courts-martial to due process advice and representation during administrative proceedings, 

remains an important and necessary core function for Navy and Marine judge advocates.  In the 

end, proper manning, resourcing, training, and retention of judge advocates in the Navy and 

Marine Corps is both a necessity and a cost-effective force multiplier that contributes to the 

ultimate mission success of both Services.    

 After careful review and consideration of the Navy and Marine Corps manpower 

systems, previous manpower studies, testimony by senior commanders and judge advocates, and 

the assessments of the Judge Advocate General of the Navy and the Staff Judge Advocate to the 

Commandant of the Marine Corps, the Panel concludes that there is a requirement in the U.S. 

Navy for approximately 950 active-duty judge advocates and a requirement in the Marine Corps 

for a force structure of approximately 400 active duty judge advocates with a target inventory of 

approximately 550.  The Marine Corps is on track to maintain a target inventory of 550 over the 

next five years.  The Navy is currently well below 950 judge advocates on active duty.  At the 

end of Fiscal Year 2010, 811 judge advocates were on active duty, and the existing manpower 
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plans for the next five years are to further reduce the number of Navy judge advocates on active 

duty.  Accordingly, the Panel expresses strong concern over the current and future manning 

levels for judge advocates in the Navy, believing those manning levels create an unacceptable 

legal risk to the Department of the Navy.   

 One of the Panel’s most notable conclusions relating to Navy and Marine Corps judge 

advocate manpower requirements is that the demand for operational law support could 

approximately double over the next decade.  This strong rise in demand is based upon the 

testimony of senior operational commanders and judge advocates, consideration of the security 

trends identified in national and military strategy documents, and consideration of actual 

increased demand for operational law support over the last decade.  Judge advocates are playing 

an ever increasing role in the complex legal and policy environments that confront and will 

confront operational commanders in the future. 

 Also of considerable note, the preponderance of testimony and information considered by 

the Panel suggests that just as important as ensuring appropriate manning levels, is the 

importance of ensuring appropriate judge advocate training, experience, supervision and 

oversight.  This manifested itself in the Panel’s review of community health programs, military 

justice oversight mechanisms, and proposals to clarify and strengthen the roles of senior 

community leadership.  Assigning judge advocates with the appropriate training and experience 

for a billet and maintaining appropriate oversight are crucial factors in ensuring that sound and 

effective legal services are maintained and provided within the Department of the Navy.  It is 

vital that Department and Service leaders continue to support Navy and Marine Corps judge 

advocate community health initiatives that allow for the recruiting, training, and retention of the 

right judge advocates. 

  The Panel heard from several witnesses on the issue of post-trial processing and 

reviewed the Judge Advocate General’s Report on the State of Military Justice and the 

Department of Defense Inspector General’s report titled Evaluation of Post-Trial Reviews of 

Courts-Martial Within the Department of the Navy, and is satisfied that the Department of the 

Navy has taken effective steps in correcting deficiencies in the post-trial process.  The Panel 

considers it noteworthy that in 2010 there were no cases that exceeded due process guidelines set 
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forth in the controlling Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces case United States v. Moreno.  In 

order to assure continued focused oversight by leadership on military justice, the Panel urges to 

the Department of the Navy to institutionalize the Military Justice Oversight Council, the 

requirement for an annual report on the state of military justice, and to aggressively follow 

through on finding and adopting a single electronic tracking system for courts-martial across the 

Department.  The Panel believes that all three of these actions are essential in precluding a future 

failure in the post-trial review process.     

 The Panel reviewed the role of the Judge Advocate General of the Navy and the Staff 

Judge Advocate to the Commandant and concluded, consistent with positions of the Secretary of 

the Navy and the Department of Defense Inspector General, that the role of the SJA to CMC for 

supervision of the administration of military justice in the Marine Corps, for the delivery of legal 

assistance services within the Marine Corps, and for the professional and technical supervision of 

Marine judge advocates should be strengthened and clarified.   

 The Judge Advocate General and Staff Judge Advocate to the Commandant testified 

separately and together and it was evident that both have intimate knowledge of their judge 

advocate communities, the challenges they face, and clear visions of how to maintain and 

enhance those communities.  It was also clear that both recognized the value of teaming with 

each other and the Office of the General Counsel. Both reported strong and supportive 

relationships with their Service Chiefs, manifested in consistent support for their communities.  

Both recognized that the future will likely present a period of declining resources within the 

Department of Defense, resulting in greater competition for those resources and necessitating 

efforts to find efficiencies.  Moreover, this anticipated decline in resources will occur during a 

period of increasing demand for legal services, particularly in operational law, while needing to 

maintain core competencies such as military justice.  The Panel hopes that this report will assist 

decision makers in making informed decisions on the best manpower solutions in the context of 

these resource challenges.   

 Following is a summary of Sections I through VI of the Report.  Section VII provides a 

consolidated list of the Panel’s conclusions and recommendations found in each of these 

Sections. 
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Section I. Department of the Navy Legal Communities Today 

 In general, the Department of the Navy is comprised of three legal communities: the 

Office of the General Counsel, led by the General Counsel of the Navy, with 710 full-time 

civilian attorneys; the Navy Judge Advocate General’s Corps, led by the Judge Advocate 

General of the Navy, with 811 active-duty judge advocates; and the Marine Corps Legal Services 

community, with 435 active-duty Marine judge advocates, the senior judge advocate serving as 

the Staff Judge Advocate to the Commandant of the Marine Corps.  While the legal communities 

in the three military departments are structured differently, the Department of the Navy 

maintains the lowest attorney to end strength ratio among the Military Departments.  The full-

time attorney to end strength ratio for the Department of the Army is 1 to 177; for the 

Department of the Air Force 1 to 198; and for the Department of the Navy 1 to 263. 

Section II. The Navy and Marine Corps Manpower Management Systems 

 The Navy and Marine Corps have well-developed manpower management systems, 

operating in the context of the Department of Defense Planning, Programming, Budgeting and 

Execution System.   

 In the Navy, Budget Submitting Offices (BSOs) drive the manpower requirements. The 

BSOs are generally aligned with echelon II commands, and determine and validate the peacetime 

and wartime manning requirements, including the number of judge advocates, for themselves 

and their subordinate commands and staffs.  While the Navy Judge Advocate General (JAG) is 

not a BSO, JAG does enjoy influence within the BSO system, as a “customer” within the Field 

Support Activity BSO and the Department of the Navy, Administrative Assistant BSO. Those 

two BSOs account for 62% of judge advocate manning requirements within the Navy.   

 The Navy JAG also exercises influence in manpower management by assigning a senior 

judge advocate that serves as the judge advocate community manager within the Bureau of Naval 

Personnel, and JAG has the statutory authority to make all judge advocate assignments in the 
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Navy.  Nonetheless, the JAG has no direct, formal role or authority in the determination or 

validation of judge advocate manpower requirements in the Navy.  

 In the Marine Corps, judge advocate requirements are driven by the Marine Corps’ 

organizational force structure and the requirement to fill a proportionate share of non-legal, 

career broadening assignments.  Structure is determined by the Total Force Structure Division 

(TFSD) in concert with subject matter experts and functional advocates. TFSD evaluates each 

unit’s mission statement and essential tasks and determines the right skills by grade and quantity 

needed to accomplish that particular unit’s mission.  The process results in Tables of 

Organization that represent the total personnel required, tabulated by military occupational 

specialty (MOS), such as judge advocate (MOS 4402), and by grade for each unit in the Marine 

Corps.  These requirements are continuously reviewed through a top-down, bottom-up process to 

ensure structured requirements meet mission requirements.   

Fiscal realities require the Marine Corps to periodically prioritize the force structure to 

determine what portion of each unit’s structure will be authorized for funding.  The results of this 

process are produced bi-annually in the Authorized Strength Report.  Manpower & Reserve 

Affairs inputs the Authorized Strength Report into a computer modeling process to create a 

Grade Adjusted Recapitulation – a forecasted target inventory.  These inventory accounts for the 

number of judge advocates required on active duty to fulfill funded, structured requirements on 

the ASR, plus a proportionate share of non-legal, career broadening assignments; and a relative 

number of officers as overhead to sustain the force.   

   The SJA to CMC participates in the Marine Corps manpower system as the 

Occupational Field Manager and Functional Advocate for the Marine Corps Legal Services 

community.  These roles provide the SJA to CMC a formal, integrated, and meaningful role in 

Marine judge advocate structure, inventory, recruiting, education, training, and assignments.   
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Section III. Determining the Number of Judge Advocates Required to Fulfill the Legal 

Mission of the Department of the Navy 

A. No Single Standard for Determining Number of Judge Advocates 

 The Panel found no set formula or standard within the Department of Defense or the 

Department of the Navy for determining the number of judge advocates required within the 

Military Departments or Services.  The Panel did review the numbers of judge advocates in the 

other Military Departments; however, the legal communities in each of the Military Departments 

are different, and at best such comparison can only be used as a benchmark in examining judge 

advocate manning levels in the Department of the Navy.  These benchmarks show that the 

Department of the Navy has, substantially, the lowest attorney to end strength ratio of all the 

Military Departments. 

B. Review of Operational Law Requirements 

Since September 11, 2001 there has been a substantial growth in operational law 

requirements. For U.S. Navy judge advocates, the number of permanent operational law 

assignments has risen from 130 to 223.  This reflects, in part, the Navy’s establishment of 

Maritime Operations Centers and Maritime Headquarters at Navy component commands and 

numbered fleets, which integrate judge advocates into watch staffs.  In addition, 584 U.S. Navy 

judge advocates have served in Individual Augmentee assignments, mostly in Iraq and 

Afghanistan.  For Marine judge advocates, the number of permanent operational law assignments 

has risen from 20 to 47.  In addition, 499 Marine judge advocates have deployed with Marine 

Corps operational units in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom, 

and another 108 Marine judge advocates have deployed as Individual Augmentees.  This reflects, 

in part, decisions by senior Marine Corps battlefield commanders to increase the number of 

judge advocates in the command elements of Marine Expeditionary Forces and assign judge 

advocates to regiments and maneuver battalions.   

This increase in demand for operational law was detected by the 2007 Center for Naval 

Analyses study of U.S. Navy judge advocate manning that concluded that operational law 

requirements would increase at a minimum rate of 5.9% per year into the near future, doubling 
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over 12 years.  Continued growth is portended in the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR), which 

describes a landscape rife with increasingly complex legal and policy issues beyond Iraq and 

Afghanistan.  The QDR identifies four enduring trends: the rise of new powers; the growth of 

non-state actors; lowered barriers for dangerous technologies, including missile technologies and 

weapons of mass destruction; and a competition for resources driven by demographic, climate 

change, and disease.  These trends will contribute to an operational landscape where U.S. forces 

will have to deal with increasingly multi-dimensional or hybrid threats, threats to global 

commons including the cyber domain, growing anti-access/area denial capabilities, and weak or 

failed States that are incapable or unwilling to maintain the rule of law.  

The Panel concludes that the number of permanent operational law billets in the 

Department of the Navy can be expected to approximately double over the next decade in 

response to the increasing legal intensity and complexity of the modern operating environment.  

These billets will require forward-deployed judge advocates, integrated in the commander’s 

staff, with the requisite levels of education, training, and experience to provide real-time advice 

to operational commanders. In regard to education, the Panel specifically believes that the Navy 

needs to develop and fund a requirement for its judge advocates to receive Joint Professional 

Military Education (JPME).  Due to their status as unrestricted line officers, Marine judge 

advocates are already required to complete JPME, as part of their general PME requirement.  

C. Review of Requirements to Support to Military Commissions 

 The Deputy Secretary of Defense tasks the Department of the Navy to provide 30 U.S. 

Navy judge advocates and 13 Marine judge advocates to the Office of Military Commissions 

(OMC).  Currently, 28 U.S. Navy judge advocates and 13 Marine judge advocates are assigned 

to the OMC.  The Deputy Secretary of Defense manning requirement expires in December 2012 

and, unless extended, Navy and Marine judge advocate end-strength will be reduced accordingly.  

In January 2010, pursuant to an executive order, the Attorney General of the United States 

published the “Final Report: Guantanamo Review Task Force,” which recommended 36 

detainees for prosecution in either Federal Court or Military Commission.  Two of those 

detainees have subsequently pled guilty, leaving 34 detainees recommended for prosecution.  At 

this point, it is unclear how the Government will proceed in these cases.  If a majority of these 
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cases are prosecuted by military commissions, it is likely that the OMC will request an increase 

in the level of litigation experience of the assigned judge advocates.  Such a request will require 

the JAG and the SJA to CMC to carefully balance the need to assign these more experienced, 

and likely more senior, judge advocates to OMC while maintaining an appropriate level of 

experience and leadership to fulfill the continuing legal mission of the Navy and Marine Corps.  

The existence of the OMC and the prospect for future military commissions underscores the need 

to develop and retain experienced, expert trial litigators in the Navy and Marine judge advocate 

communities.    

D. Review of Requirements to Support the Disability Evaluation System 

 Pursuant to the Wounded Warrior Act of 2008 the Department of the Navy, along with 

the other military departments, is transitioning to the Integrated Disability Evaluation System 

(IDES).  IDES creates a new requirement that certified counsel be provided to wounded, ill, or 

injured Service members upon receipt of results from an informal physical evaluation board 

(IPEB).  This is in addition to the requirement for counsel at the formal physical evaluation 

board (FPEB).  The Department of the Navy initially met this requirement through the activation 

of ten reserve U.S. Navy judge advocates.  In addition, the Marine Corps activated four reserve 

Marine judge advocates, two at Camp Lejeune and two at Camp Pendleton, to provide both pre-

IPEB and post-IPEB legal services to Service members.  The Department plans to replace the ten 

U.S. Navy activated reservists serving as IPEB counsel with ten Navy-employed civilian 

attorneys.  The Department has also taken satisfactory steps to meet the IDES training and 

certification requirement for IPEB counsel by providing introductory training to all new 

accessions during the Basic Lawyer Course, and by requiring personnel serving as IPEB counsel 

to attend a week long training course to obtain certification.   

 IDES has also set new permissible attorney caseloads and processing times in the FPEB 

process.  Currently, two U.S. Navy judge advocates are assigned to represent Sailors and 

Marines who elect review by the FPEB.  As with IPEB counsel, these positions will be 

transitioned to Navy-employed civilian attorney positions. However, the new caseload and 

processing time requirements will require a third FPEB counsel.  
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 Finally, IDES, now allows the Services to provide, at their discretion, counsel to Service 

members prior to the IPEB decision.  The Marine Corps and the Army are providing counsel 

prior to the IPEB decision; the Navy and the Air Force are not.  The Panel recommends that this 

difference be examined by the Department of Defense and Department of the Navy for the 

purpose of considering the balance of interests in providing early representation, and the 

implications of having the Services provide different levels of legal support to wounded, ill, and 

injured Service members.  

E. Review of Requirements for Military Justice 

 Support of the military justice system remains a core statutory mission for both Navy and 

Marine judge advocates and is fundamental to maintaining good order and discipline and to 

protecting the individual due process rights of Service members.  

Overall the number of courts-martial has decreased significantly over the last decade, 

more so within the U.S. Navy than in the Marine Corps.  However, the number of general courts-

martial, cases which tend to be the more serious and complex has stabilized since approximately 

FY 2006 and now represent a growing percentage of total courts-martial tried.   In Fiscal Year 

2000, the Navy tried 252 general courts-martial and 755 special courts-martial compared to 108 

general courts-martial and 127 special courts-martial in FY 2010.  In FY 2000, the Marine Corps 

tried 176 general courts-martial and 1,626 special courts-martial compared to 178 general courts-

martial and 623 special courts-martial in FY 2010.  There is little empirical evidence on the 

cause of the decline or on future trends in military justice, although some opined that caseloads 

might increase if forces returned to garrison.  However, numbers of alternative disciplinary and 

administrative actions against individual service members requiring some level of judge 

advocate support within the Navy and Marine Corps have not experienced similar declines.  

These actions include summary courts-martial, non-judicial punishment, and administrative 

separation.  In fact, within the Marine Corps rates of reported misconduct have remained 

relatively level over the last 10 years, indicating that reduced numbers of special courts-martial 

in the Marine Corps are a result of alternative disposition decisions by Marine commanders.     
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 The Navy and the Marine Corps must maintain a cadre of trained and experienced 

litigators, supervisory counsel, and judges to effectively and efficiently meet the demands of the 

system, including the prosecution and defense of complex and high profile cases.  The ability to 

maintain this cadre of experienced counsel has been made more challenging due to the 

significant and disproportionate decline in the number of less-complex and less-serious special 

courts-martial, and due to increasing demands to deploy judge advocates to operational 

assignments.   

The Navy and Marine judge advocate communities have taken steps to address these 

challenges.  The Navy has established a Defense Counsel Assistance Program and a Trial 

Counsel Assistance Program to better support defense and trial counsel practice across the Naval 

Legal Service Command (NLSC).  The Navy has replaced the neutral Vice Commander, NLSC 

with two separate Deputy Commanders – one for Region Legal Service Offices that advise 

commands and prosecute cases, and one for Naval Legal Services Offices that advise individuals 

and defend cases.  The Deputy Commanders will enhance the oversight and independence of 

both functions.  The Navy is also has implementing a Military Justice Litigation Career Track 

(MJLCT) to ensure that, in the face of declining caseload, experienced litigators will be in place 

to litigate courts-martial and serve in supervisory positions within the Navy’s military justice 

system and in the judiciary.  Finally, the Navy is considering implementing a separate trial 

defense command that would include a realignment of functions with NLSC. 

 The Marine Corps also recently established a Trial Counsel Assistance Program to 

support Marine Corps prosecutors.  The Marine Corps has had an independent Chief Defense 

Counsel of the Marine Corps organization for over 25 years to enhance the performance of 

Marine defense counsel.  In 2005 the Marine Corps added a Military Occupational Specialty for 

judge advocates - Master of Criminal Law (MOS 4409).  There are now 26 billets requiring this 

judge advocate specialty.  The 4409 billets are supervisory (e.g., senior trial counsel, military 

justice officer, senior defense counsel, regional defense counsel, and military judge) and help 

ensure an effective cadre of military justice expertise and experience within the Marine Corps. 

 Post-trial processing performance was examined, particularly in the wake of the United 

States v. Foster decision by the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal Appeals that identified 
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serious post-trial process failures.  Significant remedial measures were identified that will serve 

to preclude future failures in post-trial processing.   

 These include the establishment of the Military Justice Oversight Council (MJOC).  The 

MJOC consists of the Judge Advocate General of the Navy, the Deputy Judge Advocate General 

of the Navy, the Staff Judge Advocate to the Commandant of the Marine Corps, the Assistant 

Judge Advocate General for Military Justice, and the Chief Judge of the Department of the Navy. 

The MJOC meets monthly to review structural, resource, and other matters that affect the timely 

and effective delivery of military justice services, and includes review of requirements needed to 

process the caseload or individual cases.  The establishment of the position of Chief Judge, 

Department of the Navy (CJDON) to monitor the productivity and timeliness of trial and 

appellate judiciaries and take administrative action consistent with the Code of Judicial Conduct 

as necessary.  The CJDON ensures that all Navy and Marine Corps judges perform their duties in 

a timely and effective manner.  The establishment of an annual report on the state of military 

justice in the Department of the Navy, submitted to the Secretary of the Navy, the Chief of Naval 

Operations, and the Commandant of the Marine Corps.  The establishment and enforcement of 

standards, including enhanced inspections of Navy and Marine Corps legal offices, to 

specifically include examination of post-trial issues.  Finally, efforts to establish a single courts-

martial electronic tracking system as well as a pilot program to use electronic records of trial to 

improve oversight and efficiency. 

 Post-trial processing statistics demonstrate a clear and consistent improvement in post-

trial process performance.  In 2010 there were no cases that exceeded the due process guidelines 

set out by the Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces.  

 The Panel believes that the challenge presented to the leaders of the Navy and Marine 

judge advocate communities with respect to their essential core military justice function is less 

numeric and more related to ensuring engaged leadership and effective oversight.  In this regard, 

the Panel believes that development and procurement of a single courts-martial case tracking 

system and the codification in Department regulation of the Annual Report on the State of 

Military Justice and the Military Justice Oversight Council are imperative.   
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  F. Review of Requirements for Community Health 

 During the Panel’s study, it became evident that maintaining the quality of judge 

advocates, as well as the right number of judge advocates, is critical to successfully meet the 

legal support requirements for the Department of the Navy.  The health of the Navy and Marine 

judge advocate communities is strong and rests on three pillars: recruiting, retention, and 

professional education and training.  Key factors in preserving the strength of the communities 

include: continued, active interest and engagement by Navy and Marine judge advocate 

leadership in the recruiting process; continued support by the Department and the Services for 

the Navy’s Judge Advocate Continuation Pay program and the Marine Corps’ Law School 

Education Debt Subsidy program; and continued support by the Department and the Services for 

post-graduate education.  The Panel underlines the importance of post-graduate education for 

judge advocates in a world where the ability to conduct military training exercises and real world 

operations are increasingly subject to nuanced policy and legal issues.  Finally, the Panel is 

concerned that the U.S. Navy does not view Joint Professional Military Education (JPME) as a 

requirement for Navy judge advocates and consequently does not fund JPME training.  The 

Panel believes that JPME would further enhance the ability and skill sets of Navy judge 

advocates, and recommends that the Navy develop and fund a requirement for JPME for its 

judge advocates. 

G. Review of Other Manpower Studies 

 The Panel considered several prior manpower studies during its review, in particular, the 

2007 Center for Naval Analyses (CNA) study focused on U.S. Navy judge advocate manning 

levels and a series of Marine Corps manpower reviews.  The common conclusion of all of the 

studies is that the need for Navy and Marine judge advocates is increasing, particularly in 

relation to joint operational billets.  For example, the CNA study predicted that the requirement 

for U.S. Navy judge advocates in operational law areas would grow, conservatively, at an annual 

rate of 5.9%.  Likewise, 2005 and 2007 Marine Corps studies recommend a realignment and/or 

increase of Marine judge advocate force structure to reflect an increase in demand for legal 

support to Marine Corps operating forces and joint commands.  In general, these prior manpower 

studies are in alignment with the Panel’s views on manpower requirements. 
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H. Manpower Recommendations by the Judge Advocate General of the Navy and Staff 

Judge Advocate to the Commandant  

 The Judge Advocate General’s (JAG) assessment was that to meet current demands for 

U.S. Navy judge advocates, including existing individual augmentee (IA) assignments and 

Office of Military Commission (OMC) assignments, there should be 926 judge advocates on 

active duty.  This would include a baseline of 821 judge advocates to meet standing legal 

missions within acceptable levels of legal risk, and an additional 105 judge advocates to meet 

and sustain current IA and OMC requirements.  At the end of Fiscal Year 2010, there were only 

811 judge advocates on active duty in the Navy.  The JAG believed this manning level (811) 

presented risks to the Navy, to joint forces, and to the Judge Advocate General’s Corps itself. 

 The Staff Judge Advocate to the Commandant of the Marine Corps assessed that a judge 

advocate force structure of approximately 408, with a targeted inventory of over 550 judge 

advocates in the Marine Corps, would meet structured requirements for Service, Department and 

Joint legal billets, as well as requirements for non-legal career broadening billets and sustainment 

overhead.  The SJA to CMC believes the Marine Corps’ projected target inventories for the next 

five years are sufficient to meet these forecasted requirements.   

I. Panel’s Manpower Recommendations 

 The Panel concluded that the Department of the Navy requires approximately 950 active- 

duty U.S. Navy judge advocates and a target inventory of approximately 550 active-duty Marine 

Corps judge advocates to fulfill the legal missions of the Department.  

 The Panel found that recent bottom-up, top-down, requirement-driven manpower 

determinations conducted by the Marine Corps, along with reviews directed by the Staff Judge 

Advocate to the Commandant of the Marine Corps, were most informative and applauds the 

Marine Corps for its recent actions and decisions to increase the force structure and inventory of 

judge advocates.  The Marine Corps increased its judge advocate force structure from 340 in 

Fiscal Year (FY) 06 to 378 in FY 11 and plans to increase structure to over 400 by FY 15.  This 

increase results in a target inventory of approximately 550 active-duty Marine judge advocates 

over the next five years, which the Panel believes will be satisfactory.  The Panel notes several 
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factors that could cause increases in this manpower projection, including an increase in military 

justice following the return of Marines from Afghanistan, continued historic rates of growth in 

structured operational law requirements, and requirements associated with recommended 

changes to the SJA to CMC’s role in the supervision of the delivery of legal services within the 

Marine Corps. 

 In contrast, the Panel expresses strong concern over the current manning level and 

projected manning levels for U.S. Navy judge advocates.  The Navy finished FY 10 with 811 

active-duty judge advocates, and has programmed further reductions in judge advocate manning 

over the next five years.  These end strength projections are well below the Judge Advocate 

General’s (JAG) assessment of current manpower needs.  The JAG projected that the JAG Corps 

currently needs 926 judge advocates to fulfill the Navy’s legal mission within acceptable 

parameters of legal risk.  The Panel looked favorably upon the JAG’s assessment, noting that the 

current JAG is well situated to provide an assessment, having served as community leader for 

over four years, and that the assessment was based upon a comprehensive command-by-

command analysis across the entire Navy to include support to joint commands.  However, the 

Panel believed that the assessment of 926 should be adjusted to a requirement of approximately 

950 Navy active-duty judge advocates by 2015.  The Panel foresees several areas, particularly in 

the operational law arena, where continued growth should be expected.  In reaching its 

recommendation of approximately 950 judge advocates the Panel was also informed by the 

Center for Naval Analyses study, that while flawed in some regards, would project a requirement 

of 974 judge advocates using a 45-hour work week; and, the benchmark ratios of full-time 

attorneys to active-duty end strength in the Army and Air Force that would suggest a comparable 

manning level for Navy of 1205 active-duty judges advocates, using the Army ratio, or 1,077 

active-duty judge advocates, using the Air Force ratio. 

 The Panel concludes its manpower assessment with three points of emphasis: first, the 

Panel, based upon review of the 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review and the testimony received, 

firmly believes that operational law requirements are likely to continue to grow at a rapid pace; 

second, that there are “fixed costs” that must be met in operating a  military justice system 
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worthy of the men and women serving in uniform; and, finally, the Panel again expresses its 

strong concern over future active-duty judge advocate manning in the Navy.     

Section IV. Review of Career Patterns for Marine Judge Advocates 

 Marine judge advocates, unlike their judge advocate counterparts within the Judge 

Advocates General’s Corps in the Army, Air Force, and Navy, are unrestricted line officers and 

undergo the same indoctrination and training as all other Marine Corps Officers.  Because of 

their status as line officers, Marine judge advocates compete for assignments and promotion with 

all other Marine Corps officers.  The importance of this foundational paradigm was highlighted 

throughout the testimony of the senior Marine Corps operational commanders, as well as the 

senior members of the Marine Corps legal service community that testified before the Panel. 

Both groups articulated the firm belief that the service of Marine judge advocates as unrestricted 

line officers, serving in command, operational, and other non-legal billets, makes them better 

Marine Corps officers and legal advisors within the Marine Corps.  Lieutenant General Natonski, 

USMC (Ret.), the former Commander of the 1st Marine Division, succinctly summarized the 

views when he stated, “having a lawyer that understands the culture . . . is critical in our [Marine 

Corps] culture and in the credibility of our judge advocates.”  Marine Corps training, education 

and manpower requirements account for the service of Marine judge advocates in non-legal 

assignments; and Marine judge advocates have, and continue to, compete favorably for 

promotions and command.   

Section V. Review of Directives Pertaining to Jointly-Shared Missions 

 The Department of the Navy is unique among the Military Departments in that it oversees 

two Services, the Navy and the Marine Corps.  A benefit of serving in the same Department is 

that the Navy and Marine Corps legal communities share a foundation of common directives.  

The first among these common directives is the Manual of the Judge Advocate General 

(JAGMAN).  The JAGMAN provides common practice and procedures across both judge 

advocate communities, significantly enhancing the ability of Navy and Marine judge advocates 

to serve together in support of Department and Service missions.  In addition, other directives 

that guide the practice of Navy and Marine judge advocates in the areas of claims, legal 
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assistance, professional conduct, judicial screening, the trial judiciary, and the court of criminal 

appeals exist.  The ability to team is bolstered by the fact that all Navy and Marine judge 

advocates begin their judge advocate careers together in the Basic Lawyer Course at the Naval 

Justice School.  The Panel found that appropriate common directives, guidance, and training 

exist, and that the Judge Advocate General and the Staff Judge Advocate to the Commandant of 

the Marine Corps are committed, along with the General Counsel of the Navy, to working 

together to meet the Department of the Navy’s legal requirements.  

Section VI. Review of the Role of the Judge Advocate General of the Navy and the Staff 

Judge Advocate to the Commandant 

 A detailed review of the statutory and regulatory roles and responsibilities of the Judge 

Advocate General of the Navy (JAG) and the Staff Judge Advocate to the Commandant (SJA to 

CMC) revealed an intricate and complex relationship between the Navy and Marine Corps judge 

advocate communities in support of the Department of the Navy and their respective Services. 

The role of the JAG of the Navy differs from the roles of the JAGs in the Army and Air Force 

due to the dual-Service nature of the Department of the Navy.  Unlike the Army JAG and the Air 

Force JAG that are, by statute, placed within their Service staffs and report directly to their 

Service Chiefs, the Navy JAG is, by statute, placed in the Office of the Secretary of the Navy 

and reports directly to the Secretary.  The Navy JAG is part of the Office of the Chief of Naval 

Operations only by regulation, and is not part of Headquarters, Marine Corps.  The SJA to CMC, 

similar to the Army and Air Force JAGs, is by statute part of the Service staff (Headquarters, 

Marine Corps), reports directly to the Service Chief (the Commandant), and is not part of the 

Office of the Secretary of the Navy.   

 Specific review of the authorities of the JAG over manpower policies and assignments 

within the Navy suggest that, while JAG has been assigned the responsibility as a capability 

sponsor to “build a coherent legal community,” by both the Secretary of the Navy and Chief of 

Naval Operations instruction, the JAG does not have any specific authorities within the Navy 

manpower management system commensurate with that responsibility.  The Panel recommended 

that the Secretary of the Navy and Chief of Naval Operations, in coordination with the JAG, 

identify the authorities necessary for the JAG to execute the assigned responsibility to build a 
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coherent legal community.  In regard to assignment of U.S. Navy judge advocates, the JAG has 

all necessary authority to make assignments in accordance with Article 6 of the Uniform Code of 

Military Justice.  In regard to the Marine Corps, the JAG has some authorities over Marine judge 

advocates, but has no authority or direct role in the Marine Corps manpower policies or in the 

assignment of Marine judge advocates.  The Panel concurred with the JAG that no additional 

authority over Marine judge advocate manpower policies and assignments is necessary or 

warranted.  The Panel concluded that the Commandant, with the assistance of the SJA to CMC, 

is effectively managing Marine Corps judge advocate manpower, and interjection of additional 

JAG authority would be counter-productive. 

 Specific review of the authorities of the SJA to CMC over manpower policies and 

assignments within the Marine Corps suggest that the SJA to CMC has all the authorities 

necessary to effectively influence the formulation and application of manpower policies and 

assignments of judge advocates within the Marine Corps.  The SJA to CMC is effectively 

integrated into the Marine Corps manpower system in his roles as the Occupational Field 

Manager and Functional Advocate for Marine judge advocates.     

 Finally, the Panel concluded that the role of the SJA to CMC should be strengthened and 

clarified both in statute and regulation, regarding the supervision of the administration of military 

justice in the Marine Corps, the delivery of legal assistance services within the Marine Corps, 

and the professional and technical supervision of Marine judge advocates.  The Panel’s 

conclusion was based upon the oral and written testimony of the JAG and the SJA to CMC, the 

Panel’s detailed review of the statutory and regulatory roles and responsibilities of the JAG and 

the SJA to CMC, written responses by the Secretary of the Navy, the Chief of Naval Operations, 

and the Commandant of the Marine Corps to the Panel’s inquiry, and the review of the 

Department of Defense Inspector General’s report, Evaluation of Post-Trial Reviews of Courts-

Martial within the Department of the Navy.  All testimony and evidence on point suggested that 

strengthening and clarifying the role of the SJA to CMC would enhance the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the uniformed legal communities within the Department of the Navy by closing 

gaps in authority and accountability, including with respect to supervising the post-trial 

processing of courts-martial. 


